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Phase singularities are dislocations widely studied in optical fields as well as in other areas of
physics. With experiment and theory we show that the vectorial nature of light affects the spatial
distribution of phase singularities in random light fields. While in scalar random waves phase
singularities exhibit spatial distributions reminiscent of particles in isotropic liquids, in vector fields
their distribution for the different vector components becomes anisotropic due to the direct relation
between propagation and field direction. By incorporating this relation in the theory for scalar fields
by Berry and Dennis, we quantitatively describe our experiments.
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Finding correlations in chaotic systems is the first step
towards understanding. Many are the fields where such
predictions could be exploited, from weather forecast to
economic modeling [1, 2]. The study of random phe-
nomena is a topic of great interest and inspiration for
many branches of physics as well. In electromagnetism,
for example, random wave fields have been a topic of
intense studies since decades, an outstanding example
being Anderson localization of light [3]. More recently
the scientific interest on random wave fields has contin-
ued intensively, ranging from useful techniques as non-
invasive imaging with speckle correlation [4] to fascina-
tion concerning the observation of rogue waves in optical
fields [5, 6]. Zooming into the structure of a random wave
field, attention has been pointed to deep-subwavelength
dislocations known as phase singularities [7].

Phase singularities are locations in which the phase of
a scalar complex field is not defined. In two-dimensional
fields these locations are points in the plane. Although
they are just a discrete set of points, phase singularities
can describe the basic properties of the field in which
they arise. For this reason they are widely studied in
wave fields [8–14], as well as in many areas of physics,
where they are better-known as topological defects in ne-
matics [15] or as vortices in superfluids [16].

For a single frequency phase singularities are fixed
in space, and their spatial distribution in a scalar field
of monochromatic random waves has been analytically
modeled by Berry and Dennis [17]. The hallmark of such
a distribution is a clear pair correlation, reminiscent of
that of particles in liquids. By realizing random waves
ensembles in microwave billiards [18–20], the correlation
of phase singularities was tested for a field perpendicu-
lar to the plane of the billiard, showing excellent agree-
ment with the theoretical expectations [21]. For such a
field and in that geometry indeed scalar theory was ap-
propriate. However, electromagnetic waves are vectorial
in nature, and in a different framework it was already
demonstrated how the presence of a spin degree of free-
dom can affect the correlation properties of a random

field [22, 23].

Here, we show how the vectorial nature of light affects
the distribution of its phase singularities. By mapping
the in-plane optical vector field measured above a chaotic
resonator we investigate the distribution of phase sin-
gularities in two-dimensional random vector waves. We
show that the distribution of phase singularities devi-
ates from that for scalar random waves. This deviation
is caused by the relation between the transverse field
and waves propagation direction. Thus, even when the
considered vector field is equipartitioned with respect to
both the in-plane polarization and propagation direction,
any specific choice of field component directly leads to an
anisotropic distribution of the contributing propagation
directions. By treating this anisotropy with an analytical
model we quantitatively explain our experimental obser-
vations. Finally, we show how an out-of-plane component
that we construct from our in-plane fields obeys the pre-
dictions for scalar fields.

To generate optical random waves we inject monochro-
matic light (λ0 = 1550 nm) in a chaotic cavity: a
silicon-on-insulator membrane enclosed by a planar pho-
tonic crystal with one input and one output waveguide
[Fig. 1(a)]. Light is coupled through the input waveg-
uide, exciting a Transverse Electric (TE) slab mode in
the silicon membrane, which has its electric field vector
in the membrane plane.

With our near-field microscope we map the in-plane
components of the optical field in the cavity, which is
in fact the only non-vanishing component of the electric
field. The near field is locally converted and delivered
to the far field through an optical fiber. A heterodyne
detection scheme enables the measurement of amplitude
and phase [24]. With standard polarization optics we
selectively detect the (Ex, Ey) Cartesian components of
the in-plane electric field E [25], thus gaining access to its
vectorial content. By scanning the surface of the sample
we measure a two-dimensional map of the in-plane com-
plex optical field above the cavity.

Figure 1 presents the measurements of the amplitude
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FIG. 1. Near-field measurement of the amplitude of the two
cartesian component Ex (b) and Ey (c) of the optical electric
field in the Chaotic Cavity (optical micrograph shown) (a).

of Ex and Ey. The field pattern that results in the cav-
ity can be thought of as a random superposition of plane
waves [20]. We find that for the x- and y-components
of the field the probability density function of the inten-
sity is exponential [26], underlying the randomness. The
near-field maps [Fig. 1(b),(c)] depict the patterns result-
ing from interference of light in the chaotic cavity. At first
sight destructive and constructive interference occurs at
random locations in the plane. On closer inspection a
difference between the maps of the two field components
catches the eye: the features of each pattern exhibit a
preferred axis, related to the specific field component. A
vertical stripy pattern with roughly 1 − 2 micrometers
between the stripes is present in the Ex field. A modu-
lation of the amplitude is observed along the stripes as
well, characterized this time by a shorter length scale.
The case of Ey is completely analogous, but rotated by
90 degrees.

By separately measuring the Cartesian components of
the electric field we implicitly established a criterion to
depict a vector E by using two scalar quantities (Ex, Ey),
in which we can now seek for phase singularities [27].
Please note that such singularities cannot be found in the
total intensity, which has no vanishing points. In a two-
dimensional scalar complex field ψ(r), phase singularities
are points in which its phase ϕ is undefined. The phase
circulates around the singular points, assuming all its
possible values from −π to π [7]. Quantitatively, the line
integral of ϕ along a path C enclosing only one singularity
yields an integer multiple of 2π:∫

C
dϕ = 2πs, (1)

where the integer s is called topological charge of the sin-
gularity. The definition of topological charge also gives
us a powerful way to identify phase singularities. We
calculate the integral of Eq. (1) along 2 × 2 pixels loops
at every point of the measured phase map, determining
position and topological charge of all the optical vortices
in the field, with a spatial accuracy that is limited by the
pixel size, of approximately 20 nm. Figure 2 shows the
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FIG. 2. False-color map of the measured phase of Ex. Phase
singularities are represented (circles) with their topological
charge: +1 (positive) or -1 (negative). The zoom highlights
how the direction of the circulation of the phase around the
singular point determines its topological charge.

phase singularities pinpointed in a subset of the phase
map of Ex. Only topological charges of ±1 are observed.

The distribution of optical vortices in the plane is
rather disordered (Fig. 2), although already by eye a spa-
tial correlation seems discernible if taking into account
the topological charge. In order to to unveil such corre-
lation we quantitatively characterize their spatial distri-
bution. A natural way to do this is by calculating the
pair correlation function

g(r) =
1

Nρ
〈
∑
i6=j

δ(r − |rj − ri|)〉, (2)

where N is the total number of singularities, ρ is the
average density of surrounding singularities and δ the
Dirac function. This function is directly related to the
probability of finding two entities (ri and rj) at a distance
r from each other and is widely used in physics to describe
discrete systems of various kinds [28].

Figure 3 presents the g(r) calculated from our experi-
mental data, specifically for the full data set of singular-
ities of Ex [29]. The shape of the distribution function
is highly similar to what is typically observed for a sys-
tem of particles in a liquid [28]. After an initial dip g(r)
oscillates around one, with an amplitude that decreases
as r is increased. The first peak, representative of a sur-
plus of singularities, emerges at a distance of roughly
half a wavelength. The decrease in amplitude of the os-
cillations describes the loss of correlation of the system.
However, one peculiarity that we observe is definitely dif-
ferent compared to the case of a liquid: g(r) approaches
a finite value for r ≈ 0. This means that asymptotically
there is a finite probability of finding two vortices at the
same location. While unusual this is in fact allowed by
the zero-dimensionality of optical vortices.

In analogy to what typically done for ionic liquids [28],
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FIG. 3. Pair (blue) and Charge (orange) correlation function
of phase singularities in the measured field Ex. The gray line
is the theoretical expectation for a scalar field of isotropic
random waves [17]. Our data significantly deviates from such
theory, while a perfect agreement is obtained by considering a
new model that includes directional anisotropies (black lines).

it is convenient to introduce a generalized expression of
the g(r) for a system of charged entities. In the charge
correlation function gQ(r) each vortex is weighted with
its topological charge s:

gQ(r) =
1

Nρ
〈
∑
i 6=j

δ(r − |rj − ri|) si sj〉. (3)

The experimental result for the gQ(r) is also reported
in Fig. 3, providing new information about our system.
The main observation here is that gQ(r) is approximately
equal to −g(r) in the region r ≈ 0, meaning that only sin-
gularities with opposite topological charge are likely to be
indefinitely close to each other. This behavior is usually
interpreted in terms of reciprocal screening among criti-
cal points with opposite topological charge [30, 31]. No-
tably, critical-point screening is related to the reduction
of topological charge fluctuations inside a finite region
with respect to the prediction for a collection of random
charges [17, 30, 32].

In an influential paper [17] Berry and Dennis calcu-
lated the correlation functions of singularities in a scalar
field ψ, modeled as a superposition of plane waves with
the same momentum and random phases δk, i.e.,

ψ(r) =
∑
k

ak exp(ik · r + iδk). (4)

The model assumes that the waves amplitudes are
isotropically distributed along a circle of radius k0 in
Fourier space. The results of this isotropic model are
shown as solid gray lines in Fig. 3. Most of the key fea-
tures of the experimental distribution are qualitatively

accounted for by the model, but we clearly observe some
deviation from the theory. The biggest difference is in
the gQ(r), where the first peak turns out to be narrower
than in theory, as well as significantly shifted towards
lower distances. This is in contrast with what was ob-
served for out-of-plane fields in microwaves billiards [21],
where excellent agreement was found.

The origin of the observed discrepancies with respect
to g(r) and gQ(r) lies in the vector nature of the light.
For the TE modes a direct relation exists between the
selected in-plane field component and the direction of
propagation: the modes will have no electric field com-
ponent along the direction of propagation. Therefore the
choice of field component to be investigated (e.g. Ex in
Fig. 2) affects the distribution of propagation directions
that contribute to the wave pattern. Whereas the gen-
eral model in Eq. (4) remains valid, the anisotropy of
our system violates the assumption of isotropy [17], i.e.,
that ak only depends on the magnitude of k. As a con-
sequence, the field correlation function must display an
additional dependence on the relative spatial orientation
of the points.

We now calculate the correlation properties of the in-
plane components of the field and of the corresponding
singularities distribution, by including such anisotropy in
a modified version of the original model. Since for a TE
mode E(k) ⊥ k, the Fourier coefficients of the in-plane
field components are effectively modulated by the sine of
the angle θk enclosed by the direction of the considered
field component and the in-plane wavevector k. For this
reason, we assume

Ej(r) ∝
∑
k

sin(θk) exp(ik · r + iδk), j = x, y. (5)

Note that the total intensity, E2
x +E2

y remains isotropic.
The additional angular dependence in the Fourier ex-

pansion of Eq. 5 influences the correlation properties of
the wave field. In particular, the spatial autocorrelation
function of each field component,

C(r) =

∫
dr′E∗j (r′)Ej(r

′ + r) =
1

2π

∫
dk |Ej(k)|2 e−ik·r,

(6)
exhibits a dependence on the orientation ϕ of vector r:

C(r)
.
= C(r, ϕ) =

1

2π

∫
dθk sin2(θk)e−ik0r cos(θk−ϕ) (7)

=
1

2
[J0(k0r) + cos(2ϕ)J2(k0r)] , (8)

where Jn(x) is the Bessel function of order n and k0
is the wavenumber of the TE mode. This is in con-
trast with the case of a fully isotropic scalar field, where
C(r) = J0(k0r) [17]. The autocorrelation function of the
field contains all the information needed to retrieve pair
and charge correlation functions of the phase singular-
ities [26]. Analogously to C(r, ϕ), the pair and charge
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FIG. 4. Directional charge correlation function. We repoort
the two illustrative cases of direction perpendicular (red) or
parallel (yellow) to the direction of the considered field com-
ponent (Ex). The distribution function strongly depends on
the direction in the plane. Experimental data is represented
by the triangles, while lines show our modified model for
anisotropic random waves, which perfectly fits the data.

correlation functions, g(an)(r, ϕ) and g
(an)
Q (r, ϕ), display

a dependence on the spatial vector orientation ϕ. Since
in the corresponding experimental quantities in Eqs. (2)
and (3) the average is taken over all reciprocal orienta-
tions of the points, to compare the experimental data
with the theoretical results, we average the latter over
the polar angle:

g
(an)
Q (r) =

1

2π

∫ 2π

0

dϕ g
(an)
Q (r, ϕ) (9)

[and similarly for g(an)(r)]. The black solid lines in
Fig. 3 show the analytic outcome of such calculations
(Anisotropic Model). Comparison between experiment
and the new model now exhibits an excellent qualita-
tive and quantitative agreement. This confirms that the
anisotropy in the direction distribution of random waves,
intrinsic in the vector nature of optical wave fields, sig-
nificantly affects the spatial distribution of phase singu-
larities.

A further confirmation of the validity of our model
comes from restricting the orientation of the spatial dis-
placement vector r to a limited range of values (∆ϕ =
π/4) around the directions perpendicular (⊥) and par-
allel (‖) to the field projection axis. In Fig. 4, we com-
pare the results for both the experimentally calculated
gQ(r) and the restricted averages of Eq. (9) (Anisotropic
Model). The two direction-dependent distribution func-
tions show a completely different behavior, neither being
equal to the isotropic gQ(r) of Ref. [17], which, of course,
does not display any orientation dependence. Several dif-

ferences can be spotted between g
‖
Q and g⊥Q. First, g⊥Q(r)

vanishes as r approaches zero, while g
‖
Q(r) does not. As a

consequence singularities of opposite sign are most likely
to be arbitrarily close along the polarization direction.
Secondly, in the g⊥Q(r) there is an evident and positive
peak, followed a number of clear peaks with decreasing
height. Sequences of same-sign singularities spaced by
approximately half a wavelength are therefore expected
along the direction perpendicular to the polarization (see
also Fig. 2). Here the loss of spatial correlation is slow
compared to the direction parallel to the polarization,
along which any correlation structure is immediately lost

after the initial dip in the g
‖
Q(r ≈ 0).

It is clear that the vector nature of the optical electric
field impacts the spatial distribution of phase singulari-
ties. Interestingly, an out-of-plane field component would
give us access to a quantity that behaves like a scalar. By
Fourier transforming the measured complex fields Ex and
Ey we can calculate the wave-vector space distribution of
the magnetic field H ∝ k×E. Fourier transforming back,
we can thus construct a spatial map of Hz (up to a con-
stant) [33], in which we identify singularities and perform
the same statistical analysis done for Ex and Ey.

The inset in Fig. 5 shows the amplitude of Hz(r) as
constructed from our measured data. No anisotropy is
evident in the resulting amplitude map, in contrast to
what we observed for the constituent fields Ex and Ey.
Figure 5 presents the distribution functions g(r) and
gQ(r) for the phase singularities in Hz, together with
the theoretical model for isotropic random waves [17].
The agreement is in this case excellent. The direction-
dependent distribution functions (not shown) do not ex-
hibit any anisotropy.
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FIG. 5. Pair and charge correlation function of phase singular-
ities in the constructed out-of-plane magnetic field Hz(x, y).
The distribution functions for singularities in this scalar field
are in perfect agreement with the model for isotropic random
waves [17]. In the inset an amplitude map of Hz(x, y) (a.u.).
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When considering phase singularities in optical fields
one needs to take into account that light is in general
described as a vector wave. We studied the case in which
the Cartesian components of an optical random field are
separately considered as scalar quantities. We noticed
how considering each field component goes hand in hand
with directional anisotropies in the distribution of prop-
agation direction of random waves. This leads to sig-
nificant consequences for the spatial distribution of op-
tical vortices. As discussed by analyzing experimental
results supported by analytical model, the differences be-
come particularly dramatic when considering the angu-
lar dependence of the distribution. We stress that the
anisotropic behavior that we analyzed in this Letter is
a consequence of the vector nature of light and it is not
related to the shape or dielectric constituents of the opti-
cal cavity that we used. For this reason, we believe that
similar phenomena should arise every time that a truly
vectorial electromagnetic field is projected along one of
its component.
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